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The author makes the case that Lacan andJohn of the Cross, taken together, reveal the full
spectrum of the human journey toward God. Lacan s psychoanalytic theory is a valuable re-
source for understanding the earlier stages of the comprehensive spiritual development of the
human person. By contrasting Lacan s thought with the spiritual tJwology ofJohn ofthe Cross,
the authorfinds that both ofthem coordinate their understanding ofhuman psychology in terms
of the tripartite division of the imaginary, the symbolic, and the real.
Jacques Lacan
Jacques Lacan 's project is rooted in a
return to the work of Sigmund Freud,
especially in what Lacan considers to be
Freud's essential message: that the unconr
scious is structured like a language.' The
development of the ego, for Lacan, begins in
what he calls the "Mirror Stage" which
occurs sometime between the sixth and
eighteenth month of the newborn in the
infans stage (without speech). Prior to birth,
the fetus's body is united with the body of
the mother, which supplies it with an
environment of connectedness and whole-
ness (nutrients, security, warmth). The birth
of the fetus results in a radical separation
from the mother, which ruptures its sense of
completeness. At some point, the infant
attempts to recover its lost experience of
wholeness by recognizing itself as the
perceived reflection in some other, such as
the mothering one. The infant's identifica-
tion with the images of sensory perception
leads to a sense of control, unity, and
wholeness, which eases the discomfort of
the fragmentation and provides a sense of
unity and completeness. The infant, and the
sensory world of its environment, become
one. Lacan calls the object of the infant's
unification the "mOther," for although the
object of union involves the whole of
sensory experience that is Other, it is most
centered on the primary caregiver, or
mother. The relationship between the infant
and the mOther is characterized by an
immediate and imaginary union. The fact
that the origin of the development of the ego
is constituted by an imaginary reflection in
the external mOther will remain an essential
element in the whole of Lacan's work.
Thus, the subject remains incomplete, a
fragment in itself and will strive in vain to
reach wholeness in a unification with the
Other.
Human being inevitably moves beyond
infancy as the child begins to babble. With
its movement into the symbolic order of
language, or the law of the father, as it is
called by Lacan, its imaginary oneness with
the mOther is ruptured. This "moment in
which desire becomes human is also that in
which the child is born into language." 2
Entrance into the symbolic order "raises
desire to a second power," as it forces one to
signify the Other, which is now mediated by
language. The once-immediate union with
the mOther is no longer possible. Having
previously identified itself with the totality
of the mOther, the child, whose movement
into the symbolic order causes it to experi-
ence a separation from this fullness, hence-
forth attempts to retrieve the lost Object
through the mediation of the symbolic order.
These symbolic representations, however,
can only signify a lack: "For the signifier is
a unity in its very uniqueness, being by
nature symbol only of an absence." 3 The
signifier is a symbol of an absence because
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the mOther, with whom the infant previ- being, but unveils itself as the lie, the
ously identified, was never truly possessed. mistake, and the error. Truth says:
At best, the union was characterized by only Ut a sharper scent than all your categories
images and mirror-like reflections. guide you in the chase to which I incite you:
As lone as the signifier is constitutive of or if the cunning of reason, however disdainful
. .
. , . r she may be.of you, remained open to your
the subject, one is at the mercy of the law of faith beside yoU5 j the tmth would be Deceit
the symbolic order. 4 Rather than allowing itself, since my ways pass not only through a
one to reach the object of one's desire, it crack t0° narrow to find for want of pretense
A and through the inaccessible cloud of the
forces an even greater separation. As one dream? thfough the motiveless fascination of
becomes more separated, one seeks, more the mediocre and the seductive impasse of
desperately, that which one lacks; but in so absurdity.
doing, one is again forced to do so within LaCan concludes that the truth is a lie and
the alienating function of the symbolic reality is absurd because it is not possible to
order. get to the real.
So runs the signifier 's answer, above and Remarkably, this conclusion was
beyond all significations: "You think you act actually the essential message of John of the
when I stir you at the mercy of the bonds r , hnmanitv is separated
through which I knot your desires. Thus do Lr0SS " as lonS as nu am y ,s
they grow in force and multiply in objects, from that which is ultimately real, the truth
bringing you back to the fragmentation of your we do have is a lie and the reality we do
shattered childhood. So be it: such will be „'„„«,;.,., •„ „k„..,^ o^ti, t n„„„ n „A i~u„ ~e
. .,• .... fl , , ., perceive is absurd. Both Lacan and John ofyour teast until the return or the stone guest 1 r
shall be for you since you call me forth." 5 the Cross agree that life becomes tragic
,„ . , . , . . when there is a separation between desire
This play between one s action and desire,
, , ,
. -5 ir-« ^
. c , , , r , , r -i and the obiect of fulfillment. They also
and of the former s fundamental failure to
, ,
,
. r
....
„
. . agree that dependence on the images of
catch up with the latter, suggests the comic
.
.
, ,
,.
. ,
,. . „ , . j. • h r~, . sense experience and the symbolic order ofdimension or the human condition". This
, ,
•
. .
... . , .... , _• ,• concepts, thoughts, imagination, and
comic dimension shows that the relationship ' _
.. . , ,.
'
, . memory, serve to alienate one from that
is not one of triumph of action over desire,
, . ,
:. , _ , ., _
,
. iL . . _ , _ ., which is most real. But while tor Lacanbut reveals the continuation of the futile
,
. % .
•
.
. . r . , . . there is no escape from the imaginary and
situation we can find ourselves in.
, ,
. .
_
,
r
_ ,
_ ?.,
_, iL . , • . , • symbolic, John or the Cross maintains thatThe third component in the Lacanian
, ,
,. : . .
. , . , « ,„ „ ¥ ^, . the human condition remains tragic only as
triad is the real . For Lacan, there is an
,
. , .._
,. f . ,
... . , iU long as one identities reality exclusively asimportant distinction between the term
,
. .
, , ,
,.
_
J
.
,
tt ..„,,., r , , the imaginary and the symbolic. The crucial
reality (which refers to what we can have ,.„ -,..,. . .\ . ,, '. . , , . ,.'v difference lies in his conviction that it is
access to in the imaginary and the symbolic)
and the "real," which is
precisely that which is It is simply the case that what one can become
apart from eing aware of in faith goes beyond the conceptualimagined or symbol- J J ° J r
ized. Thereat is the apparatus ofhuman reason. This transition
impossible because it [s Ufa ajourney into the dark night only
is bevond that which is
grasped within the because oj the human tendency to have an
imaginary or the inordinate dependency on the intellect as the
svmbolic. Because of \ r u • /» »v_1 .. t f . t full expression of reality.the distinction between j j
reality and the real, there is a radical possible, though difficult, to be led by grace
separation of Lacan 's epi'stemology from to go out of one's "house" of images and
ontology. When truth "speaks" in The symbols where one can be united with the
Freudian Thing, it does not reveal "real" supreme reality of God. 8
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John of the Cross
John of the Cross' transformative
encounter with this vast and mysterious,
though supremely real, presence of God led
him to realize we are all part of a tremen-
dously vast horizon that goes far beyond our
ability to sense, understand, imagine, or
know. In terms of the human person, John
of the Cross uses the term "soul" to convey
this fullness of our being. The soul is
understood in terms of various levels: the
sensory part being located at the most
external level, allowing for sense experi-
ence, natural appetites and drives; the
spiritual part exhibits the deeper levels of
human nature, allowing for the faculties of
the intellect, memory, and will; and at the
deepest center of the soul of the human
being is the very presence of God. 9 Al-
though our sense experience and limited
capacity to understand tell us something of
thisvast horizon of the supremely real, we
can easily be fooled into thinking that they
are the full expressions of the real. These
limited abilities, which allow a glimpse of a
part of the real, can become hindrances if
not understood in the context of the more
comprehensive and mysterious whole.
It seems Lacan, and many of the post-
moderns, have become excessively attached
to the imaginary and symbolic as the only
expressions of reality. While it is certainly
the case that the human person moving
toward the infinite horizon of God needs to
pass through the imaginary and symbolic
stages, the only way one can begin to
become aware of the fullness of this larger
horizon is to let go of one's exclusive
dependence on these more limited capaci-
ties. This movement is described as a
journey into the "dark night" of the senses
and spirit. The movement beyond what
Lacan describes as the imaginary is ad-
dressed by John of the Cross in the dark
night of the senses; the movement beyond
Lacan 's symbolic is addressed in his dark
night of the spirit." 1
The journey toward union with God is
necessarily dark, because all that we have
become accustomed to bringing light
(sensation and understanding) are no longer
prioritized. This movement necessarily
involves a shifting of perspectives, from the
limited and narrow view of the senses and
understanding, to the ultimate, all-encom-
passing horizon of God in faith. Faith is the
theological virtue that corresponds to the
human intellect. Although it is certainly the
case that one needs to move beyond com-
plete dependence on the human intellect to
grasp the fuller context of the real that is
God, it is not the case that faith is void of
any content at all. It is simply the case that
what one can become aware of in faith goes
beyond the conceptual apparatus of human
reason. Again, this transition is like a
journey into the dark night only because of
the human tendency to have an inordinate
dependency on the intellect as the full
expression of reality. Although faith may
seem to be obscure and ambiguous, this is
not because it is irrational or chaotic, but
because the limitedness of the human
condition prevents an understanding of its
infinite intelligibility.
What is required is simple; its actualiza-
tion, however, is tremendously difficult.
John of the Cross is not suggesting we stop
thinking, imagining, reflecting, or under-
standing; rather, that we not depend exclu-
sively on these abilities as the final means
toward the real. Only in letting go of our
attachment to these limited human abilities
can we hope to become aware of the fuller
context of God. "For the less a soul works
with its own abilities, the more securely it
proceeds because its progress in faith is
greater." " Human reliance on the intellect
alone functions to blind one to the light of
God, which is revealed only when the
excessive dependence on this faculty is
eliminated. "Such is faith to the soul; it
informs us of matters we have never, seen or
known, either in themselves or in their
likeness. In fact, nothing like them exists.
The light of natural knowledge does not
show us the object of faith, since this object
is unproportioned to any of the senses." I2
Thus, in the dark night of the spirit, one
must rely on the content of faith as one's
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guide simply because it alone is able to rest
on the fullness of the real. Any other
dependence will necessarily be less than this
fullness, and may cause one to be deceived
about the truth.
Concluding thoughts
If one is inordinately attached to an
intellectual system, one's whole intentional
world becomes that intellectual system.
Living life only from within the bounds of
the imaginary and symbolic would force one
to experience and understand the world only
in terms of that limited perspective. Confin-
ing oneself to this limited worldview would
render one unable to consider any other
alternative, precisely because of the limited
scope of that particular worldview. It would
seem that Lacan's psychoanalytic theory
suffers from just such a self-imposed
limitation. His conviction that humanity is .
trapped in the imaginary and symbolic order
is the very thing that keeps him from
becoming open to other possibilities. Rather
than searching for any
possible solution, he
looks to the psychoana-
lytic tradition to help him
and others cope with their
affliction. It is precisely
this kind of resolute
attachment to the imagi-
nary and symbolic that keeps one from
being led beyond them toward God who
alone can satisfy the whole of our desire.
Only those who set aside their own knowledge
and walk in God's service like unlearned
children receive wisdom from God. This is
the wisdom about which St. Paul taught the
Corinthians: Si quis videtur inter vos sapiens
esse in hoc saeculo, stultus fiat ut sit sapiens.
Sapientia enim hujus mundi stultitia est apud
Deum. [If any among you think they are wise,
let them become ignorant so as to be wise.
For the wisdom of this world is foolishness
with God.] Accordingly, to reach union with
the wisdom of God a person must advance by
unknowing rather than by knowing. 13 - ' 4
Lacan's clinical experience and psychoana-
lytic theory suggest precisely what can
happen if one relies exclusively on the
limited human capacities to experience and
understand reality. His tragic conclusions
are only symptoms of his failure to be led
beyond the prison of his own subjectivity.
Whereas Lacan's psychoanalytic system
embodies the "turn to the subject" that has
been the hallmark of the Modern and Post-
modern worldview, the spiritual theology of
John of the Cross embodies the "turn to the
object" of revelation that has characterized
so much of the Ancient and Medieval
worldview. Both viewpoints emphasize
important and legitimate aspects of the
whole of reality. If it is the case that the
entire "one-verse" of creation is an expres-
sion of God, then this expression will be
understood adequately only insofar as the
whole is considered. The time has come for
humanity to move beyond the limited
fixation on either the objective or the
subjective poles of reality and to embrace an
integration of the whole.
Lacan's system brilliantly develops the
psychological, epistemological, anthropo-
logical, and linguistic character of the
If it is the case that the entire "one-verse" of
creation is an expression of God, then this
expression will be understood adequately
only insofar as the whole is considered.
imaginary and the symbolic. If applied to
the night of the sense and spirit in John of
the Cross, it would allow for a development
that could go well beyond the capability and
understanding of the sixteenth century. But
whereas this development could explain
more. fully the difficulties and consequences
of life strictly within the imaginary and the
symbolic, John of the Cross is able to show
how one can become aware of the ultimately
real that goes beyond the limitations of the
strictly human faculties. Taken together,
Lacan and John of the Cross reveal more
adequately the fullness of human being.
Understood in its proper context, Lacan's
elaborate description of the imaginary and
symbolic stages can be regarded as expres-
sions of God rather than limited and
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absolute ends in themselves. However, the
only way to real-ize the theological signifi-
cance of Lacan's work is to move beyond it.
Only by being led beyond the imaginary and
symbolic stages can one hope to understand
them as aspects of the fuller context of the
comprehensive horizon of God in faith.
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Love," 1: 9-17, pp. 644-647.
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of senses and the spirit involve an active
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for divine union, relying on faith alone; and
a passive stage, in which one passively
assents to being moved to complete union
with God in complete darkness.
"John of the Cross, "The Living Flame of
Love," 2:1:3, p. 155.
V
-Ibid., 2:3:3, p. 158.
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1 Corinthians 3:18-19.
14John of the Cross, "The Ascent of Mount
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